
 

 

Arbonaut 

Twenty years ago, the Arbonaut team believed that the future of 

timberland inventory was in airborne and computer technologies, and 

the effectiveness of traditional ground based methods has been 

inadequate. Today, as a result of the company's innovations, many of 

the world's largest timber owners rely on Arbonaut's ArboLiDAR remote 

sensing technology for effective, efficient timberland management. 

Both innovative and easy-to-use, Arbonaut's technological solutions 

have evolved over time to provide the most precise and actionable 

forestry management information available. Arbonaut is currently one 

of the few companies in the world that can provide a full-service 

system covering every aspect of forest information collection and data 

management. From sky to screen, Arbonaut has achieved information 

integration and accessibility by designing tools for all aspects of 

timber resource data collection, analysis, and management. 

https://www.arbonaut.com 

 

Ariterm Oy 

Ariterm is a Scandinavian bio-boiler technology supplier, which 

specializes in secondary bio-fuel solutions. Our purpose is to help 

our customers increase their incomes by reducing fossil fuel 

consumption. We are market leaders in the UK in recycled wood 

solutions and our company is continuously developing new technologies 

for secondary fuels such as olive stones, oat husk, pellets, sunflower 

residuals and other similar fuel solutions. Company's offering is 

covering power range from 500 kW to 4000 kW in one-boiler solutions 

and up to 12 MW with multiple boiler solutions. Ariterm's factories 

are located in Saarijärvi (Finland) and in Kalmar (Sweden). Our 

company employs 80 highly competent employees. Ariterm is 

manufacturing all boilers and burners under PED H/H1 and ISO 9000 & 

ISO 14000 quality systems. 

https://www.ariterm.com/ 

 

BMH Technology 

Today we combat two global problems: The increasing amount of waste in 

landfills and CO2 emissions from the use of fossil fuels. BMH’s goal 

is to respond to both of these challenges. 

 

BMH Technology is a pioneer in delivering demanding solid biomass fuel 

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.arbonaut.com&c=E,1,SRK9PANHtACAqN08HoRTUUNLFczjTc-plCB1VNZ2epz8yl3ATec3O8BP0qy5mk04CDJQehGvWnmDDCF8_FEu36__XQGh08b7jxJZJA3Adt1A6BWJRH8jAQ,,&typo=1
https://www.ariterm.com/


 

handling systems for power plants. We are also a world-class player in 

the design and manufacture of industrial-scale waste refining 

solutions for the needs of waste management companies, energy 

production and process industry. For BMH, year 2019 marked 90 years of 

experience in material handling of various forms. This is recorded in 

an extensive portfolio of key references with power plants and pulp 

and paper industry providing proof of technological concept and 

customer satisfaction. 

https://www.bmh.fi/ 

 

Clean Steel International Oy 

Clean Steel is an expert company that specializes in boiler fouling 

and corrosion management. Our Smart BlastingTM method guarantees the 

best cleaning results in the field. The method improves the boiler’s 

performance and efficiency ratios immediately. With the Smart 

BlastingTM method, power plant boilers can be used more effectively 

with a lower fuel load, reducing carbon dioxide emissions. The shift 

from fossil fuels to bio-based fuels supports Clean Steel’s 

responsible growth strategy. The widespread use of cheaper bio-based 

fuels, such as household waste, causes more fouling to heat exchange 

surfaces, which in turn increases the demand for Clean Steel services. 

http://www.cleansteel.fi/ 

 

 

Enertal Oy 

Enertal's main services are in technology development and solution 

design in the renewable energy and intelligent solution for the 

Distribution network. 

 Power conversion technologies development and power system 

solutions in renewable energy production.  

 Wind Power industrialization study, Feeding tariff verification, 

and guarantee-of-origins services. 

 For the Medium voltage digital Substations, a new innovative, 

centralized approach to protection and control in distribution 

Networks, the SSC, the innovative Smart Substation Control and 

protection for electrical systems.  

 Laser technology component design and manufacturing for micro 

components with a superior precision and accuracy.  

https://www.bmh.fi/
http://www.cleansteel.fi/


 

 Waste to Energy project coordination and solution provider, done 

together with our partners. 

https://www.enertal.com/ 

 

FCG Finnish Consulting Group (Design and Engineering Ltd) 

FCG is a multi-expertise company that provides services in 

infrastructure, environmental and urban design, in multidisciplinary 

training and in developing public services. The company’s clients 

represent a broad range of private and public sector organizations. In 

addition to Finland, FCG also has extensive international operations. 

http://www.fcg.fi/ 

 

Indufor 

Indufor Group is one of the world’s leading forest consulting service 

providers. Established in 1980, we have over 30 years’ experience 

serving more than 300 clients in over 800 projects all over the world. 

We provide high-quality knowledge and services for our clients over 

the forest and forest industry value chains, adding value to their 

clients and to all the affected communities. 

Our services cover sustainable use and protection of forests, 

inclusive planning of rural landscapes and forest industry value 

chains, including bio-solutions and other green innovations. We provide 

services both to private and public clients. Our special strengths are 

our abilities to communicate with both types of clients and to 

facilitate public-private partnerships. 

https://induforgroup.com/ 

 

 

Inray Oy 

Inray Oy develops real-time measuring and optimization systems based 

on X-ray technology for: 

 Heat and power plants, for improving the fuel quality control and 

the plant efficiency 

 Saw mills, for producing special products more profitably 

 Pulp mills, to measure wood chip quality  

https://www.enertal.com/
http://www.fcg.fi/
https://induforgroup.com/


 

Our offices are located in Mikkeli (Finland) and Malaga (Spain). In 

2016, the European Commission granted Inray Oy around 1.2 million 

euros under the Horizon 2020 program for demonstrating the OPTIFUEL 

system. Inray Oy is part of Protacon Group that has nowadays 350 

employees and approximately 30 Me turnover. 

http://www.inray.fi/ 

 

Fixteri 

Fixteri is an intelligent solution for treating and using forests 

sustainably and productively. Unique technology bundles the small 

trees during thinning and is used together with regeneration felling. 

The efficiency of the Fixteri bundler which is used as an attachment 

to forestry machinery has been verified as superior in the harvesting 

of small diameter trees. 

https://fixteri.fi/ 

 

Mikkelin Kehittämisyhtiö Miksei Oy 

Mikkeli Development Miksei Ltd is a non-profit development 

company owned by the City of Mikkeli. Our business focus areas are 

bioenergy, circular economy, water purification solutions, civil 

safety, digitalization and tourism. Clean nature, forest and a safe 

environment, including drinkable lake water, are very important for 

us. We are also very active in international networks, especially in 

the EU, Russia and China. The region of Mikkeli has a strong focus 

in research and development. 

https://www.mikseimikkeli.fi/ 

 

RMV Tech 

RMV TECH´s offer is based on the micro-turbine technology. RMV TECH 

can supply equipment for many different application segments. These 

applications include e.g. waste treatment plants, industry power 

generation, agricultural sector and sub-urban energy production. 

Complete system is easy to install; plug and play, totally automatic 

and factory service concept offers carefree operation. 

 

Turbine energy production starts from 30kWe of electricity and 60kW of 

heat. Turbine can be used with various burning gases such as: Biogas 

produced from different kind of bio-waste sources (wastewater 

http://www.inray.fi/
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2ffixteri.fi%2f&c=E,1,dHYfHYM7es0PQKccQswVv1f7Mr3dostNGkjCyfcYy3xVfQpOd1Vxkk_XFUK_1dYobhGkOqTCSeRjVN_YdP_LmNaWNRZ7rJ9iekT7_cjmMNC5mA,,&typo=1
https://www.mikseimikkeli.fi/


 

treatment plant bio-waste, household bio-waste, food industry wastes, 

landfills, animal wastes, crop crowing wastes, greenhouses, etc.). 

Turbine can be used also with natural- and petroleum process gases. 

https://www.rmv-tech.com/ 

 

 

 

Volter Oy 

With Volter you can produce your own green electricity and heat 

locally – when you need it. Wherever you are. Whatever the weather is. 

Our premium technology puts the power in your hands. 

Adopting new renewable energy sources is one of the most significant 

future opportunities of our planet. Biomasses are a real alternative 

to fossil fuels. We are innovators and pioneers in the development of 

wood gasification technology. Our technology replaces one liter of oil 

with approximately two kilograms of dry wood. The electrical output 

for one Volter 40 CHP is 40 kW with the thermal output of 100 kW. 

Volter CHP is modularly scalable, and for example, twenty-five CHPs 

forms an energy park with 1 MW electricity output. 

https://volter.fi/ 

 

VTT 

Technical Research Center VTT is one of the leading research and 

technology organizations in Europe. We provide expert services for our 

domestic and international clients, for business people, for the 

public sector and our partners. Our background is 75 years of science, 

top research, results and impressions on the growth and success of our 

customers' competitiveness. Our services increase the competitiveness 

of our customers' businesses, promote the creation of new businesses, 

and improve and speed up R&D.  

We offer our customers access to our cross-disciplinary technological 

and business expertise, unique research infrastructure and 

comprehensive partnership networks. We create customised solutions in 

close co-operation with our customers.  

https://www.vtt.fi/ 

 

 

https://www.rmv-tech.com/
https://volter.fi/
https://www.vtt.fi/


 

 

 

 


